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He’s trying to put a dangerous past behind him…she just wants to believe sheHe’s trying to put a dangerous past behind him…she just wants to believe she
can have a future…can have a future…

Darren

He is ready to change…Actually, he has already changed. Problem is no one in this little town can see past his bada$$

reputation. He has a softer side, a more intelligent depth that his Alpha Shifter status did not always highlight. But if

he wants a woman who can appreciate him for more than just his rippling abs…he will have to look beyond the limits

of Oak Mountain…

Kelly 

She is sick to death of her own small town…She lives far from the enclave that shifters call home. But they have

always fascinated her … And there has always been a voice in the back of head telling her to go…but go where?

Somehow she knows she is destined for MORE…that she is capable or more…On an impulse…or maybe as fate

wanted it…she puts an ad in a paper as a Mail Order Bride. She is ready to do anything to get out of this dead end

existence she feels trapped in…
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If only the 2 of them had any idea of what they were signing up for…but will their union be a source of joy and

growth…or will they by like 2 moths attracted to the same flame?

This story contains No Cheating, No Cliffhanger and of course has an HEA ; ). For a limited time also please enjoy a

few select stories from a few of our other series...

Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.
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